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Please note that comments about this case need to be made within the timetable. This can be found in the notification letter sent by the

local planning authority or the start date letter. Comments submitted after the deadline may be considered invalid and returned to
sender.

Appeal Reference: APP/J0405/W/21/3275367

DETAILS OF THE CASE

Appeal Reference APP/J0405/W/21/3275367

Appeal By ELMTREE AGRICULTURAL LTD

Site Address Land at Green End Farm
Green End
Granborough
MK18 3NT
Grid Ref Easting: 477104
Grid Ref Northing: 225079

SENDER DETAILS

Name MRS VICTORIA FIRTH

Address Hambledon Barn Main Street
Chackmore
BUCKINGHAM
MK18 5JF

Company/Group/Organisation Name Granborough Parish Council
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Rule 6 (6)
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Final Comments
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Interested Party/Person Correspondence

Other

YOUR COMMENTS ON THE CASE

Buckinghamshire Council Reference 21/00976/APP at Green End Granborough Bucks MK18 3NT for the
erection of equestrian barns and arenas

The Granborough Parish Council considered the non-determination appeal for the application, and
whether the Parish Council should make further comments to the Planning Inspector, at its meeting
held Tuesday 22nd June 2021.
Following discussions, the Parish Council resolved to submit the following observations;

Whilst the Parish does not have a ‘made’ Neighbourhood Plan at this time, the draft plan is currently
out for public consultation until 4th July 2021. The development lies immediately outside the
development boundary as proposed in this emerging Neighbourhood Plan.
The original objections made by the Parish Council to application 21/00976 were not to the provision of
the two equestrian facilities and barns per se, provided they are for ancillary purposes associated with
the two barn conversions, and this remains the Parish Council’s position.

However, the Parish Council did submit objections to that part of the planning application relating to
the proposed access way from Green End, immediately adjacent to no. 32 Green End. The Parish
Council reaffirms that position.
This access way is referred to by the applicant as “an existing lane”, a description which the Parish
Council does not agree with. It is not disputed that an entrance did exist into the field prior to this
application but it had not been used for some time. The entrance was reopened, and a “track” was laid
some two years ago for access to the field, and for a planning application for an agricultural building
adjacent to Green End. That application was subsequently withdrawn. The track has more recently
been used to provide access to the consented Class Q barns for vehicles associated with the
construction works.
The Parish Council is therefore firmly of the view that there is no existing “lane” as claimed by the
applicant and his agent mdp Mark Doodes Planning.

The Parish Council wishes to bring to the Inspector’s attention that the Applicant (Mr B. Clarke)
submitted a subsequent Notification (Buckinghamshire Council Ref 21/02058/AGN dated 14th May
2021) under Permitted Rights for an agricultural building in the field containing the “track”. The
Applicant’s agent was again mdp Mark Doodes Planning. In this Notification the term “existing track” is
used, and the track terminates in the field associated with the Notification site and does not extend to
the proposed equestrian units. (This is clearly shown on the agent’s drawing, available on the
Buckinghamshire Council’s planning portal).

The Parish Council therefore considers that this new route should not be considered as an acceptable
access way to the two equestrian units, which are proposed as an integral part of the conversion of the
barns into two residential houses linked to their own equestrian facilities.
The Parish Council considers that if permission were to be granted for the proposal, then the access
should be via each of the residential properties associated with its equestrian unit, and that any
necessary relocation of the garages should be considered at this time.

More fundamentally, since the application was submitted to Buckinghamshire Council and our
subsequent comments, it has been brought to our attention, that the planning application does not
reference seeking consent for an access track to the proposed buildings. We understand that this is an
engineering operation which is development and is not permitted development. Therefore, in this case
the planning application and thereby the Planning Appeal, cannot be valid.

We further understand that the first condition we requested in our response to the planning application
cannot be covered by a "planning condition" as suggested, as the new buildings will not have permitted
development rights as such. On reviewing this matter, we believe that the following comments are still
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appropriate for the Inspector to consider, hence the Council agreed to re-affirm the remainder of its
comments should permission be granted, and these are set out below.

1. That access should be directly via the two residential units (the approved barn conversions) in Green
End.

2. That any commercial usage of the stable blocks and arena/menage shall not be permitted and all
usage must be restricted to that by the occupiers of the converted barn associated with the particular
stable block and arena/menage area.

3. That the orientation of the easterly stable block and arena/menage be changed so as be of the same
orientation as the westerly stable block and arena/menage. We appreciate that the Inspector has to
deal with what is before them in the planning application, but we feel we wish to stress this point

4. That except for essential external and internal lighting to the stable blocks no other lighting should
be permitted to the arena/menage area. This should be LED lighting and controlled by a PIR system, so
they are not on all night and not operable beyond midnight except for an emergency light. Details
should be submitted and approved by the LPA. We note that the Council’s Environmental health
Officers have made the point that no details of external lighting has been provided.

5. Similarly, that before any equine use commences that the scheme detailing how waste such as horse
dung and straw will be dealt with on the two sites, be submitted to and approved by the LPA. This is
required to prevent any nuisance statutory or otherwise.

6. That no static noisy equipment (e.g., generator) shall be used on site unless they are sufficiently
acoustically screened to not be audible at the boundary of the nearest residential property.

In the event that the LPA decides to grant permission for the proposal as submitted with the lengthy
access way off Green End then in addition to the above requested conditions the Parish Council
requests the following additional conditions.

1. That the track way shall not be lit in such a way as to cause any disturbance or interference with
residential properties in Green End.

2. That the track way shall be surfaced and maintained in such a manner that it precludes the transfer
of mud or other detritus on to Green End.

3. That the junction of the trackway with Green End be designed in such a manner that large vehicles
or vehicles towing trailers can access and exit the site without causing damage to the verges on either
side of Green End.

4. That the gates to the trackway be set back to allow large vehicles or vehicles towing trailers to be off
the road whilst the gates are opened and shut.”
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